Revo Phone System

A hosted solution has a number of big advantages over a traditional system; here’s a few:

- reduced capital cost - no PABXs to be purchased
- no obsolescence - the Revo core switching system is regularly updated, unlike most PABX-based systems which will become outdated eventually
- fully and seamlessly integrated across multiple sites
- home workers and other out-workers can be transparently linked in to the system
- high reliability - we aim for better than 99.999% availability of the primary switch
- business continuity - in the event of major disruption at the user’s premises we can use the core switching system to route incoming calls to mobiles, home land lines, or anywhere else
- continuously reviewed best call tariffs for all types of calls
- secure web-based provisioning and management
- centralised departmental itemised billing

Revo system - Features: contact Revolution Phones Ltd

**t:** 0800 840 6051

**w:** www.revolutionphones.com